
From: Charles Helm [mailto:helm.c.w@gmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, July 24, 2014 1:31 AM 

To: Karen Goodings; Trish Morgan; Chris Cvik 

Subject: media release from Tumbler Ridge 

 

Hello Karen, Chris, Trish 

Here is what was sent to regional media yesterday - would you be able to bring this to the attention of 

the Board? We have all been waiting a long time to be able to make this announcement, and it's good to 

see it has gone global so quickly. 

Regards 

Charles 

 

 

 

I would like to draw you attention to the following scientific paper, published this week in PLOS ONE 

(Public Library of Science). 

A ‘terror of tyrannosaurs’: the first trackways of tyrannosaurids and evidence of gregariousness and 

pathology in Tyrannosauridae 

Authors: Richard T. McCrea, Lisa G. Buckley, James O. Farlow, Martin G. Lockley, Philip J. Currie, Neffra 

A. Matthews, and S. George Pemberton 

A press release was sent to about 500 Canadian reporters earlier this week by PLOS, but we have  no 

knowledge if you would have picked it up, hence this brief message. Essentially this article is the 

culmination of work of the past three years by the Peace Region Palaeontology Research Centre and 

Tumbler Ridge Museum Foundation at a site near Tumbler Ridge which contains the only known 

example of tyrannosaur trackways in the world (other tyrannosaur prints to date have been individual 

prints only). There are three parallel trackways, nicely spaced.  The trackways were covered with a layer 

of bentonite, which is ancient compressed volcanic ash. The tracks were NOT made by T. rex, but by a 

smaller tyrannosaur, possibly Albertosaurus. We were  unable to publicly announce this site until it had 

been formally published in the scientific literature. It is fragile, and public tours are not envisaged; 

instead, an exhibit will be developed in the Dinosaur Discovery Gallery to interpret this globally 

significant site, along with replicas.   

The timing of this announcement is fortuitous from the perspective of the Tumbler Ridge Aspiring 

Geopark Society, as we prepare to travel to Stonehammer in New Brunswick in September for the 

International Conference of the Global Geoparks Network, supported by UNESCO. There we will learn if 
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our proposal to become a member of this network is successful. If so, we would become the first Global 

Geopark in the west and the second in North America. The tyrannosaur trackway site is within the 

boundary of the proposed Geopark. 

The full article can be viewed at  

http://www.plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0103613 

The story has already hit the international news media, as in the following link to coverage by the 

Guardian: 

http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/jul/23/tyrannosaurs-hunted-packs-tracks-canada 

 

http://www.plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0103613
http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/jul/23/tyrannosaurs-hunted-packs-tracks-canada
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